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Impression transfers

- Titanium grade 5
- Packed with long passing screw

To use the transfer with direct impression technique, separately order the standard passing 
screw (code PSMC1).

To use the transfer with direct impression technique, order separately the standard passing 
screw (code PSMC1).

To use the transfer with direct impression technique, order separately the standard passing 
screw (code PSMC1).
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Direct impression technique (closed tray)

Direct impression technique (closed tray)

Direct impression technique (closed tray)

Code Screw Packaging

01TRMC55N  PSMCL 1 piece

Code Screw Packaging

01TRMC45N PSMCL 1 piece

Code Screw Packaging

01TRMCC4N  PSMCL 1 piece
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Impression transfer in three sections 
for Pick-up technique

- Titanium grade 5
- Maintains the impression precision also in case of disparallelism
- This transfer is composed of 3 sections: (1) body; (2) removable  
  cylinder with hex.; (3) passing screw

As the hex section is removable, once the impression has been taken, you 
can remove the passing screw and the cylinder with hex, before removing 
the impression tray. With this system, as the hexes have been removed and 
the disparallelism eliminated, the extraction of the impression tray can be 
achivied without tensions and without affecting the precise positioning of 
the transfer in the impression material.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
- Remove the passing screw with the driver 01TLMR12S / L 
- Remove the cylinder with hexagon
- The body of the transfer is free from the hexagon engage

Code Packaging

01TR3MC 1 piece
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LEADER Italias dental range includes impression components for carrying out either the closed tray technique or the open tray technique. The aim of 
making an impression in implant dentistry is to relate accurately an analog of the implant or implant abutment to the other structures in the dental arch. 
This is affected by use of an impression coping that is attached to the implant or implant abutment. This impression coping is incorporated in an impression 
- much as a metal framework is ‘picked up‘ in a remount impression for fixed prosthodontics. With implant copings, the coping is usually attached to the 
implant or abutment with screws. The impression material used is usually an elastomeric one; the two types most widely used and shown to be the most 
appropriate are polyether and polyvinylsiloxane impression materials. The impression coping takes two general forms, one type is retained in the mouth 
when the set impression is removed – this type of impression coping is known as the Pull-off type impression coping. The other type is incorporated in 
the impression and is removed from the mouth together with the set impression and is known as a Pick-up type impression coping.


